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Abstract
Data cleaning is a vital process mat ensures the quality of data smred in real·world
databases. Data cleaning problems are frequently encountered in many research areas,
such as kllowledge discovery in databases, data warellOusing. system imegratioll and eservices. The process of identifying the record pairs that represent the same entity (duplicate records), commonly known as record linkage, is one of the essential elements of data
cleaning. In this paper, we address the record linkage problem by adopting a machine
learning approach. Three models are proposed and are analyzed empirically. Since no existing model, including those proposed in l.h.is paper, has been proved to be superior, we
have developed an interactive Record Linkage Toolbox named TAILOR. Users of TAILOR can build their own record linkage models by tuning system parameters and by
plugging in in-house developed and public domain tools. The proposed toolbox serves as
a framework for the record linkage process, and is designed in an extensible way to interface with existing and future record linkage models. We have conducted an extensive experimental study to evaluate our proposed models using not only synthetic but also real
data. Results show that the proposed machine learning record linkage models outperform
the existing ones both in accuracy and in performance. As a practical case study, we have
incorporated the toolbox as a web service in a digital government web application. Digital government serves as an emerging area for database research, while web services is
considered a very suitable approach that meets the needs of the governmental services.

1. Introduction
Record linkage is the process of comparing the records from two or more data sources in an effon to
determine which pairs of records represent the same real-world entity. Record linkage may also be defined as the process of discovering the duplicate records in one file. What makes record linkage a problem
in its own right, (i.e., different from the duplicate elimination problem [2]), is the fact that real-world data
is "dirty". In other words, if data were accurate, record linkage would be similar to duplicate elimination,
since the duplicate records would have the same values in all fields. Yet, in real-world data, duplicate re-
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cords may have different values in one or more fields. For example, more than one record may correspond to the same person in a customer database because of a misspelled character in the name field. Record linkage is related to the similarity search problem, which is concerned with the retrieval of those objects that are similar to a query object. In particular, record linkage may use similarhy search techniques
in order to search for candidme similar records. From these candidate similar records, record linkage
should determine only those that are actually duplicates.
Record linkage can be considered as part of the data cleansillg process, which is a crucial first step in
the knowledge discovery process [13]. Data cleansing, also called data cleaning, deals with detecting and
removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data [34]. In 1969,
Fellegi and Sunter [14] were the first to introduce the fonnal mathematical foundations for record linkage,
following a number of experimental papers that were published since 1959 [31]. The model proposed by
Fellegi and Sunter, which is briefly discussed in Section 2.2, is characterized as a probabilistic model
since it is entirely based on probability theory. Winkler [42] surveys the research that extends and enhances the model proposed by Fellegi and Sunter.
The record linkage problem can be viewed as a pattern classification problem. In pattern classification
problems, the goal is to correctly assign paHerns to one of a finite number of classes. By the same token,
the goal of the record linkage problem is to detennine the matching status of a pair of records brought
mgether for comparison. Machine learning methods, such as decision tree induction, neural networks,
instance-based learning, clustering, etc., are widely used for pattern classification. Specifically, given a
set of paltems, a machine learning algorithm builds a model that can be used to predict the class of each
unclassified pattern. Machine learning methods are categorized into two main groups: supervised learning
and unsupervised leaming. A method is supervised if a training set is available; otherwise the method is
unsupervised [28]. Cochinwala et al. [7], and Verykios et al. [40] were the first to exploit the use of decision tree induction for the solUlion of the record linkage problem.
A lypical and emerging area that involves access to both databases and applications is Digital Gov-

ernment [12]. The aim of digital government is to provide computer-based systems that allow dynamic
management and access of a large number of governmental databases and services. The government data
is so critical that it should be designed, analyzed and managed whh data quality as a guiding principle and
not as an aftenhought [10].

1.1 Contributions
The fust contribution of this paper is the development of a Record Linkage Toolbox (TAILOR) that
can be tailored to fit any record linkage model [11]. TAILOR implements state-of-the-art tools and mod-
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els for linking records. Since none of the proposed record linkage models has been presented as the best
one, the development of such a toolbox is significant.
A new machine learning approach for the record linkage problem is the second contribution of !.his
paper. The introduction of such an approach raises the limitations of previous record linkage models,
which can handle only binary or categorical comparisons. Three machine learning record linkage models
are proposed: an induction model, a clustering model and a hybrid model.
The third contribution is the extensive experimental study that analyzes and compares the record linkage models and tools using synthetic data, generated by a public domain tool (DBGen), as well as real
data from a Wal-Mart database. Towards this end, we have proposed novel accuracy and perfonnance
metrics. The empirical results show that our proposed machine learning record linkage models outperfonn
the probabilistic record linkage model with respect to most perfonnance and accuracy metrics.
A digital government case study is considered as the fourth contribmion of this paper. We have incorporated the toolbox as part of a digital government web service, called independent living, that is provided
for disadvantaged citizens.

1.2 Paper Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the record linkage problem is introduced
along with the notation that is used throughout the paper. Moreover, a brief discussion of the probabilistic
record linkage model proposed by Fellegi and Sumer [14] is given. In Section 3, we present the newly
developed machine learning models for the record linkage problem. Section 4 discusses the system architecture of the record linkage toolbox, along with a brief discussion of the tools, which we developed. In
Section 5, a large number of experiments are conducted. Section 6 portrays the digital govemmem case
study, introducing web services and describing the independent living web service application. In Section
7, we summarize other related work, and fmally we conclude our study in Section 8.

2. Record Linkage Problem
2.1 Definition and Notation
For two data sources A and B, the set of ordered record pairs AXB::: {(a, b): aE A, b E B} is the union
of two disjoint sets, M where a::: band U where a

'* b . We call the fanner set matched and the latter set

unmatched. The problem, then, is to determine in which set each record pair belongs to. Having in mind

that it is always better to classify a record pair as a possible match than to falsely decide on its matching
status with insufficient information, a third set P, called possible mate/led, is introduced. In the case that a
record pair is assigned to P, a domain expert should manually examine this pair. We assume that a domain expert can always identify the correct matching status (M or lJ) of a record pair.
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Let us assume that a record obtained from either source A or source B contains n components (fields),

JI' J2" ,., In . For each record pair
va I ues, c',J -- [J,J
cI ,c l',J ,,,,,cnI,J]

li.,J =

SUCh

('r' r J ), the component-wise comparison results in a vector of n

h cl:I.j -- CI: ( li.')l:'rrJ!:
,
' ) and e
.
fu nctlOn
. that
[at
I: ·IS th e companson

compares the values of the record component k. The resulting vector is called a comparison vector. The
se[ of all [he comparison vectors is called the comparison space.

A

comparison function

is a mapping

CI:

from the Cartesian product of the domain(s) for the field 11: to a comparison domain RI:; formally,
C. -" D. XD.

~

R• . Examples of simple comparison functions are

(

C I vaille l • vallle2 ) =

o
CII (vaille l , value2 ) = 1

{2

where R[

={O,l},

and RlI

= {O,1,2}.

o
{1

if valuel = value 2
.

otherwise

' and

if value] = value 2
if eithervalllel or value2 is missing,
otherwise

The value compmed by

C[

is called a bilwry comparison vaille,

while this compmed by CII is called a categorical comparison value. The continuous comparison value
is another type that is computed by comparison functions that are based on a distant metric between the
two compared values. More complex comparison functions will be presented in Section 4.1.2.

2.2 (Error-Based) Probabilistic Record Linkage Model
For each record pair Ii,i' let us define 1111:
Ill:

=Prob{c~'} =0 I r

l ,}

and "l:

as 1111: =

Prob{c~'}

I

= 0 rl,J EM}

and

E U}. By denoting ProbVi,J EM} as Prob{M I Ii,}}, and similarly ProbVl,J E U} as

Prob{U I Ii,}}, and by assuming that the independence assump[ion holds, we can derive the following:
probhl I M }=

IT

1111: <;.J (1- 1111: t<:·' ,and Prob{rI,J IU}=

I:=l

IT

/II: <;.1

( 1-11 t

/_r:· J.

1:=1

The probabilistic record linkage model defined by Fellegi and Sunter [14] assigns a weight w~,J for each
component of each record pair, that is
if c~,} = 0
wl •J _{IOg(fIltIU t )
I: log((l- fIl l:)I(l-III:)) if c~·J = 1
A decision is made for each record pair by calculating a composite weight
paring this value against two threshold values

t]

< t 2 I that is

rLJ E

U. rr,} ) =

t..,w~J

I

and by com-

M if L( 't.} ) ~ 12 ,

r i .} E

U if

4

L( rl .}

):::;;

abilities

t 1 ' and
1lIJ:.

and

'I.}

E P if 11 < L( 'i.} ) < t 2 • The issue is to determine estimates of the conditional prob-

UJ:.

for k = 1,2, .. . ,11 , as well as estimates of the thresholds

t[

and t 2 • Although the prob-

abilistic record linkage model is presented in such a way that it considers only binary comparison values,
it can be adjusted to support categorical comparison values as well [42].
The thresholds

tl

and 12 can be estimated by minimizing the probability of the error of making an in-

correct decision for a record pair [24]; this is me reason why the model is called error-based. In practice,
the record pairs are sorted in ascending order of their composite weight, and indexed according to this
order '[,'2, ... 'N where N is the size of the comparison space. The maximum weight for an unmatched
N'

record pair is the weight of the record pair , N' where

L,., Prob{r, 1M}:::;; p[

and p[ is the acceptable error

probability of misc1assifying a matched record pair as unmatched. The minimum weight for a matched
N

record pair is the weight of the record pair 'N' where LProb{'1 IU}:::;; P2 and P2 is the acceptable error
IaN"

probability of misclassifying an unmatched record pair as matched. Fellegi and Sunter in [14] proved that
this decision procedure is oplimal.
Fellegi and Sunter proposed two methods for estimating the conditional probabilities

mJ:.

and

1lJ:.

for

k::: 1,2, ... ,11 • A different approach, explored in [41], uses the EM (Expectation Maximization) method

[8]_ The latter approach is proved to be very effective since it is highly stable and the least sensitive to
initial values [24].

2.3 EM-Based Probabilistic Record Linkage Model
The EM algorilhm considers the estimation of a family of parameters

ep

for a data set x given an

incomplete version of this data set y. By postulating a family of sampling densities f{x I ep) and deriving
its corresponding family of sampling densities Iz{y Iep), the EM algorithm is directed to find a value of ¢I
which maximizes h{y I ep) . A detailed description of the EM algorithm can be found in [8]_
In

the

probabilistic

record

linkage

model,

the

parameters

to

¢I ::: (11I J ,m 2 ,. ··,lIln ,Il[,11 2 ,·· .,u n ' p) where p is the proportion of the matched record pairs

estimate

are

IMI/ Nand N is

the total number of record pairs. The whole set of comparison vectors is considered to be the incomplete
data set y. The missing part from each comparison vector c, :::[c:,c~, ... ,c~], denoted as

gil

for

I ::: 1,2, ... , N , corresponds to whether this comparison vector represents a matched record pair or an

11lI-
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matched pair, that is 8, :::: [1,0] if c, represents a matched record pair, and 8/ = [0,1] if c, represents an
ullmatched record pair. The complete data log-likelihood is
N

N

'~I

I-I

In f(y I ~) = 2: g, - (i"Prob{c, 1M },l" Prob{c, IU})' + 2: g, - (ill p,III(l- p))' Given a set of initial values for the unknown parameters, the EM algorithm applies several expectation
and maximization iterations until the desired precision of the estimated values is obtained. In the expecta-

tion step, g, isreplaced by (gm(c, j,g. (c,)) where

and g~ (c l ) can be derived similarly for each l:::: 1,2, .... N . In the maximization step, the data loglikelihood can be separated into three maximization problems. By setting the partial derivatives equal to
0, we obtain the values of the unknown parameters:
N

2:c; -de,)
lit :::: -~'.~'-;;---
N

2:dc,)
'·1

2.4 Cost-Based Probabilistic Record Linkage Model
The thresholds

tI

and t 2 are estimated by minimizing the probability of the error of making an incor-

rect decision for the matching status of a record pair. In practice, !.he minimization of the probability of
the error is not the best criterion to use in designing a decision rule as different wrong decisions may have
different consequences. For example, the incorrect decision to classify an unmatched record pair in the
matched set may lead to an undesired action of removing one of the records, whereas the incorrect deci·
sion to classify a matched record pair as unmatched may lead to data inconsistencies. Based on the above
observations, a cost-based probabilislic record linkage model that is currently being developed by the authors [38] is imponant.

3. Machine Learning Approach
One of the disadvantages of the probabilistic record linkage model is its ability to handle only binary
or categorical comparison vector attributes. Our goal is to overcome this disadvantage using new machine
learning approach. The proposed machine learning record linkage models can handle all comparisons
types, including the continuous ones. Another disadvantage of the probabilistic record linkage model is
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that it relies on the existence of a training seL Although the proposed induction record linkage model has
the same disadvantage, both the clustering and the hybrid record linkage models do not.

3.1 Induction Record Linkage Model
In supervised machine learning, a training set of patterns in which the exact class of each pattern is
known a priori, is used in order to build a classification model that can be used afterwards to predict the
class of each unclassified pattern. A training instance has the form < x,f{x) > where

J{x}

is a discrete-valued function that represents the class of the pattern

.

x,

i.e.,

x is a pattern, and

J(X)E {L"Lz, ... ,L..}

where m is the number of the possible classes. The classification model can be defined as an approximation toJthat is to be estimated using the training instances. A supervised learning technique can be called
a classifier, as its goal is to build a classification model. Induction of decision trees [33] and instancebased learning [1], which are called inductive learning techniques, are two examples of classifiers. These
techniques share the same approach to learning. This approach is based on exploiting the regularities
among observations, so that predictions are made on the basis of similar, previously encountered situations. The techniques differ, however, in the way of how similarity is expressed: decision trees make important shared properties explicit, whereas instance-based techniques equate (dis)similarity with some
measure of distance. By itself, the induction of decision trees technique does feature selection that decreases the cost of prediction.
The proposed induction record linkage model is illustrated in Figure 1. The training set consists of instances of the form < c,J{c) > where c is a comparison vector and
status, i.e.,

j{C)E {M,U}

J(c)

is its corresponding matching

where M denotes a matched record pair and U denotes an unmatched one. A

classifier is employed to build a classification model that estimates the functionJand is able to predict the
matching status of each comparison vector of the whole set of record pairs. Observe that P is not included
in the domain of

J(c}

based on the assumption in Section 2.1, and the fact that the training insmnces are

obtained by a domain expert
Classifier

Classification
Model

Comparison Vectors
Matching Status

Trai ning Sel

Comparison
Vectors

Whole Set

Figure 1. Induction Record Linkage Model
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3.2 Clustering Record Linkage Model
The disadvantage of the previous model, as well as of the probabilistic record linkage model, is that it
relies on the existence of a training set. Such a training set is not readily available for most real-world applications. In unsupervised learning methods, the notion of a training set does not exist. The whole set of
patterns is given as input to the unsupervised learning algorithm to predict the class of each unclassified
pattern, or in the record linkage case, the matching status of each record pair. Following Lhe same notation
used in the previous section, unsupervised learning tries to approximate the functionIwithout having any
training instances. Clustering is the only known way for unsupervised learning, and so the model proposed can be called clustering record linkage model. The fundamental clustering problem involves grouping together those patterns lbat are similar to each other [4]. In other words. if each pattern is represented
as a point in the space, clustering algorithms try to cluster these points into separate groups in the space.
A specific technique, called k-means clustering, tries to cluster the points into k clusters. This technique is
used specifically when the number of classes of Lhe data items is known
The clustering record linkage model considers each comparison vector as a point in n-dimensional
space, where n is the number of components in each record. A clustering algorithm, such as k-means clustering, is used to cluster those points into three clusters, one for each possible matching status, matched,
unmarched, and possibly malched. After applying the clustering algorithm to the set of comparison vec-

tors. the issue is to detennine which cluster represents which matching status.
Let c j • J = [c;·J, c~·J ,.. . ,c~·J] be the comparison vector resulting from component-wise comparison of
the two records 'i' rJ • Assuming that all the comparison functions are defined in such a way that the
value 0 means a perfect agreement between the two compared values, then c~·J

=0

means that the two

compared values r{.It and rrIt agree perfectly. Therefore, a perfectly matched record pair that agrees in
all fields results in a comparison vector that has zeros in all of its components, i.e., its location coincides
with the origin in n-dimensional space. Similarly, a completely unmatched record pair results in a comparison vector that has I's in all its components. Hence, in order to determine which cluster represents
which matching status, the central point of each cluster in the space is detenmned. The nearest cluster to
the origin is considered to be the cluster that represents the matched record pairs, whereas the farthest
cluster from the origin is considered to be the one that represents the unmatched record pairs. The remaining cluster is considered the one that represents the possibly matched record pairs.

3.3 Hybrid Record Linkage Model
The third model proposed in this paper is the hybrid record linkage model. Such a model combines
the advantages of both the induction and the clustering record linkage models. Supervised learning gives
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more accurate results for pattern classification than unsupervised learning. However, supervised learning
relies on the presence of a training set, which is not available in practice for many applications. Unsupervised learning can be used to overcome this limitation by applying the unsupervised learning on a small
set of patterns in order to predict the class of each unclassified pattern. i.e., a training set is generated.
The proposed hybrid record linkage model proceeds in two steps. In the first step, clustering is applied to predict the matching status of a small set of record pairs. A training set is formed as
where

C

is a comparison vector and

f(c)

{< cJ(c) >}

is the predicted matching status of its corresponding record pair,

i.e., f(C)E {M,U,P} where P denotes a possible matched record pair. and M and U are as before. In the
second step, a classifier is employed to build a classification model just like the induction record linkage
model.

4. Record Linkage Toolbox TAILOR
TAILOR is a record linkage toolbox that can be used to build a complete record linkage model by
LUning a few parameters and plugging in some in-house developed and public domain tools. It encompasses all tools and models proposed thus far in the literature for solving the record linkage problem, and
includes performance and accuracy metrics to compare these different models.

4.1 System Design
The record linkage process comprises two main steps. The rust step is to generate the comparison
vectors by component-wise comparison of each record pair. The second step is to apply the decision
model to the comparison vectors to detennine the matching status of each record pair. Figure 2 shows the
layered design of TAILOR.
Graphical User Interface
Measurement Tools
Decision Models
Comparison Functions
Searching Methods
Database Management System

.

Figure 2. TAILOR Layered Design

In the boltom layer of the system is the database management system itself, through which data is accessed. The topmost layer is a graphical user interface so that the toolbox can be easily used. Belween the
database and the graphical user interface, T AIT..OR contains four layers: Searching Methods, Comparison
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Functions, Decisioll Models and Measurement Tools. Table 1 gives a complete list of the various models
and tools implemented in each layer.
Searching
Methods
Blocking
- Sorting
- Hashing
- Sorted Neighborhood

-

-

-

Comparison
Functions
Hamming Distance
Edit Distance
Jaro's Algorithm
N-grams
Soundex. Code

-

-

Decision
Models
Probabilistic Model
- EM-Based
- Cost-Based
- Error-Based
Induction Model
Clustering Model
Hvbrid Model

-

Measurement
Tools
Reduction Ratio
Pairs Completeness
Accuracy
Completeness

Supporting
Tools

-

MLC++

- ill3 decision trees
- lBL instance-based
learning

- DEGen

Table 1. TAILOR Tools Lisl
Figure 3 shows the infonnation flow diagram between these four layers. It shows how the record
linkage process operates. First, a searching method is exploited to reduce the size of the comparison
space. It is very expensive to consider all possible record pairs for comparison. For a data file of 11 records, the number of record pairs that can be generated is equal to n( 11 -1) / 2, i.e., O( 11

2

).

In order to

reduce the large space of record pairs, searching methods are needed to select a smaller set of record
pairs. The selected set of record pairs is called reduced comparison space. Since the main objective of the
record linkage process is to detect the matched record pairs (duplicate records), searching methods try to
select the record pairs that are candidates to be matched. They should be intelligent enough to exclude any
record pair whose two records comple[ely disagree, i.e., to exclude any record pair that cannot be a potentially matched pair. The selected record pairs are provided to the comparison functions to perform component-wise comparison of each record pair, and hence generate the comparison vectors. Then, the deci·
sion model is applied to predict the matching status of each comparison vector. Last, an evaluation step,
to estimate the performance of the decision model, is performed.
Companson

Record

Searching
Methods

Data

Pairs

Record Pairs "Exact"
Matching Status

Comparison
Functions

Vectors

Decision
Models

Measurement
Tools

Record Pairs
Matching Status

~
Accuracy
Measures
Figure 3. TAILOR In£ormation Flow Diagram
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4.1.1 Searching Methods
4. J. J. J Blocking

Blocking is defined as a partition of the file into mutually exclusive blocks [30]. Comparisons are re·
stricted to records within each block. Blocking can be implemented by sorting the file according to a
block key [24]. A block key is a combination of one or more record fields, or portions of them. The re·
cords that agree in the block key are assigned to the same block. A more efficient way to implement
blocking is by using hashing. A record is hashed according to its block key in a hash block. Only records
in the same hash block are considered for comparison.
The number of generated record pairs depends on the number of blocks, which subsequently depends
on the block key. In order to have some insight into the size of this number, let b be Lhe number of blocks,
and assume that each block has 11 I b records. The number ofrecord pairs will be b· OC,,2 I b 2 ), that is
OC n 2 I b). The total time complexity of blocking is OC h(/I) + ,,2 I b) where
implemented using sorting, or

h(n) = It

h(n) =nlog n

if blocking is

if blocking is implemented using hashing.

4.1.1.2 Sorted Neighborhood

The Sorted Neighborhood method, discussed in [20], sorts the data file first, and then moves a window of a specific size w over the data file, comparing only the records that belong to this window. In this
way, the maximum number of comparisons for each record is reduced to 2w -1. Several scans, each of
which uses a different sorting key, may be applied to increase the possibility of combining matched records.
An analysis for the time complexity of this method is found in [20]. The sorting phase requires
OC 11 log

11 ).

The number of record pairs, generated by the sorted neighborhood method of window size w,

is (w -1)( 11 - wi 2), which is OCwn). Thus, the total time complexity is OC "log n + wn ).

4.1.2 Comparison FUllctions
4.1.2.1 Hamming Distance

The Hamming distance is used primarily for numerical fixed size fields like Zip Code or SSN. It
counts the number of mismatches between two numbers. For example, the Hamming distance between zip
codes "47905" and "46901" is 2 since it has 2 mismatches.

4.1.2.2 Edit Distance

The Hamming distance function cannot be used for variable length fields since it does not take into
account the possibility of a missing letter, e.g., "John" and "Jon", or an extra letter, e.g., "John" and

1l

"Johhn". The edit distance between two strings is the minimum cost to convert one of them to the other
by a sequence of character insertions, deletions, and replacements. Each one of these modifications is assigned a cost value. For example, if we assume that the insertion cost and the deletion cost are each equal
to 1, and the replacement cost is equal to co, then the edit distance between "John" and "Jon" is 1, and the

edit distance between "John" and "Jonn" is 2. In order to achieve reasonable accuracy, the modifications
costs should be tuned specifically for each string data set. Zhu and Ungar [43] use genetic algorithms to
learn these costs. An efficient algorithm to compute the edit distance is the Smith-Waterman algorithm
[36] that uses a dynamic programming technique.

4.1.2.3 Jaro's Algorithm

Jaro [23] introduced a string comparison function that accounts for insertions, deletions, and transpositions. Jaro's algorithm finds the number of common characters and the number of transposed characters
in the two strings. A common character is a character that appears in both strings within a distance of half
the length of the shorter string. A transposed character is a common character that appears in different
positions. For example, comparing "John" to "Jhon" results in four common characters, two of which are
transposed, while comparing "John" to "Jon" results in three common characters, none of which is transposed. The value of Jaro's comparison is defined as (c / II + c / l2 + (2c - t)/ 2c)/ 3, where c is the number of common characters, t is the number of transposed characters, and 1[, 12 are the lengths of the two
strings.

4.1.2.4 N-grams

N-grams is another approach for computing the distance between two strings. The N-grams comparison function forms the set of all the substrings of length n for each string. The distance between the two
strings is defined as

~Llfa( x) - fb( x A where far x) and fb( x) are the number of occurrences of the

"
subsLring x in the two strings a and h, respectively. Bigrams comparison (ft = 2) is known to be very effective with minor typographical errors. It is widely used in the field of information retrieval [15]. Trigrams comparison (" = 3) is used by Hylton [22] in record linkage of bibliographical data. Most recently,
N-grams was extended to what is referred to as Q-grams [18] for computing approximate string joins efficiently. N-grams is more efficient than edit distance or Jaro's algorithm in the case of strings that contain
multiple words and are known to be commonly in error with respect to word order. For example, comparing "John Smith" with "Smith John" results in 0.342 using Jaro's algorithm, 0.5 using edit distance, 0.375
using trigrams, 0.222 using bigrams. Bigrams comparison gives the lowest value, which means that the
two strings are much closer using bigrams than using other comparison functions.
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4.1.2.5 SOllfldex Code

The purpose of the Soundex code is to cluster together names that have similar sounds [25]. For example, the Soundex code of "Hilbert" and "Heilbpr" is similar; as is the Soundex code of "John" and
"Jon". The Soundex code of a name consists of one letter followed by three numbers. The letter is the first
letter of the name. Disregarding the remaining vowels, as well as the letters W, Y and H, the numbers are
assigned to the first three letters following the first letter according to Table 2. An exception is when two
letters that have the same number occur consecutively. In the laner case, the second letter is ignored. The
Soundex code is padded by 0' s if less than three numbers are encountered. For example, the Soundex
code for both "Hilbert" and "Heilbpr, is H416; the Soundex code for both "John" and "Jon" is J500.
Letters
B,F,P, V

D,T
M,N

Number
1
3
5

Letters
C,G,J,K,Q,S,X,Z
L
R

Number
2
4
6

Table 2. Soundex Code Guide

4.1.3 Measurement Tools

TAll..OR provides several performance metrics, some of which were proposed in a previous study
[39]. The following subsections briefly introduce these metrics using the following notation. Let " M and
Il u

be the total number of matched and unmatched record pairs in the entire data, respectively. Let s be

the size of the reduced comparison space generated by the searching method, and let

SM

and

Su

be the

number of matched and unmatched record pairs in this reduced comparison space, respectively. Finally,
let ca •d be the number of record pairs whose actual matching status is a, and whose predicted matching
status is d, where a is either M or U, and d is either M, U or P, where M, U and P represent the matched,
unmatched and possibly matched, respectively.

4.1.3.1 Reduction Ratio

The reduction ratio metric is defined as RR

=1- S I( Il M + lI u ). It measures the relative reduction in

the size of the comparison space accomplished by a searching method.

4.1.3.2 Pairs Completeness

A searching method can be evaluated based on the number of actual matched record pairs contained
in its reduced comparison space. We define the pairs completeness metric as the ratio of the matched re-
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cord pairs found in the reduced comparison space, to the toral number of matched record pairs in the entire comparison space. Fonnally, the pairs completeness metric is defIned as PC = SM

/II M .

4.1.3.3 Accuracy

The accllracy metric tests how accurate a decision model is. The accuracy of a decision model is defined

[Q

be the percentage of the correctly classified record pairs. Fonnally, the accuracy metric is defIned

as AC=(c M •M +cu.u )/s.

4.1.3.4 Complereness

The completeness metric tests how complete the decision model is when considering the matched record pairs. The completeness metric is defined as the ratio of the matched record pairs detected by the
decision model to the total number of matched record pairs known in the data. The completeness metric
cannot be expressed as a function of the previously introduced tenns since transitivity is taken into consideration while computing this metric. Transitivity means that if record x matches record y and record y
matches record z, then the record pair (x, z) should be declared as matched even if it has another predicted
matching status.

4.1.4 Supporting Tools

TAILOR incorporates other ready-made tools in order to provide additional functionality.
The first one is MLC++ [26] that contains, among other things, classification techniques that are used by
TAILOR in both the induction and the hybrid record linkage models. Mainly, two classification techniques are used: induction of decision trees and instance-based learning. The second ready-made tool is
called DBGen [20], which is used to generate synthetic data files. The operation of DBGen is controlled
by a large number of parameters such as data size, duplication rate, error probabilities in the various
fields, etc. Notice that these parameters are instrumental in the generation of controlled studies for comparing the different tools and models included in the system.

4.2 User Interface
TAILOR provides its users with two different ways for interacting with the system. The users can use
either a definition language or a graphical user interface. In either way. the user is able to select a searching method, a comparison function, and a decision model, as well as to tune all the required parameters.
Moreover, the graphical user interface allows the user to access any database using a database connectivity layer. The values of the parameters determine the functionality of the various components described
in Section 4.1 as shown in Table 3. For example, in order for the users to make use of the sorted neighbor-
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neighborhood searching method, they should specify values for the two parameters: the sorting key and
the window size. The graphical user inrerface is shown in Appendix A.
Component
Blockin~ Searchinl!; Method
Sorted Neighborhood Searching Method
N-~rams Comoarison Function
Edil Distance Comparison Function
Error-Based Probabilistic Model
EM-Based Probabilistic Model
Cost-Based Probabilistic Model
Induction Model
Hybrid Model

Parameter
Block Kev
SortiliR Key
Window Size
N (Slfbstrinp Size)
Modification Costs
AcceDtable Error Probabilities
Conditional Probabilities Illitial Values
Cost Matrix
Classification TechlliQue: ID3 or IBL
Classificatioll Techllique: ID3 or IBL

Table 3. TAILOR Parameters

4.3 Advanced Features
An error that may be encountered in real-world dala is the swapping of two field values. For example,
a person whose name is "John Smith" may be represented in a record by first name "John" and last name
"Smith", and in another record, erroneously, by first name "Smith" and last name "John". TAILOR provides a feature, calledjield swapping, to account for this error. The user can use that feature to specify the
two fields whose values may be swapped, e.g.,jirst name and laslname in person records. The searching
methods are enhanced in order to guarantee that the pair of records with the swapped values is contained
in the reduced comparison space. Although those two records are known to represenr the same person,
there is no guarantee that the record linkage model would predict this pair as matched. There are two issues regarding this pair. First of which is whether the searching method would select this pair in the reduced comparison space. The second one is whether the decision model would decide that this pair is
matched or not, given that it has been already chosen in the reduced comparison space,. The following
two subsections discuss how TAILOR concerns those two issues.

4.3.1 Enhanced Searching Methods
The first issue regarding two records that represent the same emity yet have two swapped components
is whether the searching method would select this pair in the reduced comparison space. Both searching
methods discussed in Section 4.1.1 first sort the records according to a specified sorting key. Two cases
arise due to whether the sorting key contains at least one of those two components or does not contain any
of them. The latter case is out of control. Selecting this pair in the reduced comparison space totally depends on the sorting key and the searching method parameters. In the former case, it is more likely that
this pair will not be selected since the two records will be far apart. However, one more step to !.he searching method could be added to increase the probabi1i[)' that this pair is selected.
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For the blocking searching method, after the regular method ends, the sorting key is modified in the
following manner. Wherever the sorting key uses one of the correlated components in one of its parts, this
part is modified to the other component, e.g., if the sorting key is the whole last name, it is modified to be
the whole first name; if the sorting key is the first three characters of the last llame combined with the first
three characters of the first name, it is modified to be the frrst three characters of the first name combined
with the first three characters of the last name. Assuming the hashing implementation of blocking, and
keeping the previously built hash table, the records are rehashed according to the modified sorting key
and more pairs are generated from each hash block. Figure 4 shows an example using person records, and
the first two characters of the last /lame combined with the first two characters of the first name as the
sorting key. Certainly, for the implementation efficiency, the data is scanned only once and each record is
hashed twice according to both the sorting key and the modified one.
Record ID
1
2
3
4
5

SSN
123-45-6789
123-45-6789
123-45-6788
111-22-3333
987-65-4321

First Name
Last Name
John
Smith
Sorting Key
John
Smith
Smil
Jon
Adam
Watson
Adams
Washington
Selected Pairs: (1,3), (4,5)

~DC::)

Hash Block
SMJO
10SM
ADWA

Record IDs
1.3
2
4.5

(a) Regular Blocking Method (Hashing Implemenlation)
Record ID
1
2
3
4
5

SSN
123-45-6789
123-45-6789
123-45-6788
111-22-3333
987-65-4321

First Name
Last Name
Modified
Sorting Key
Smith
John
John
Smilh
Jon
Smit
Watson
Mark
Martin
Washington
Added Pairs: (1,2), (2,3)

~Dc::::::)

Hash Block
SM10
10SM
MAWA
WAMA

Record IDs
1.3.2
2.1.3
4,5
4,5

(b) The Enhanced Step for Blocking

Figure 4. An Example for Enhancing Blocking Searching Method

For the sorted neighborhood searching method, after the regular method ends, the sorting key is modified in the same manner. Keeping the previous data file that was sorted according to the initial sorting
key, the data is copied and sorted according to the modified sorting key. The two data files are merge
sorted, and more pairs are generated according to the window size. Figure 5 shows an example using the
same example data of Figure 4 and window size of 3.
The enhanced blocking searching method is more efficient than the enhanced sorted neighborhood
one. While the former does not require a new scan over the data file, the latter would require an extra sort
and a merge sort that are very expensive regarding number of scans.
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Record ID
2
4
5
1
3

Last Name
First Name
Sartin!! Kev
123-45·6789 John
Smith
10SM
111-22-3333 Mark
Watson
MAWA
987-65-4321
WashinQton
Martin
MAWA
123-45-6789
Smith
John
SM10
123-45-6788
Smit
Jon
SM10
S,I,,,0<1 P,i", (2,4), (2,5), (4,5), (4,1), (5,1), (5,3), (1,3)
SSN

(a) Regular Sorted Neighborhood Method
Record ill

Last Name
First Name
123-45-6789
Smith
John
123-45-6788
Smit
Jon
123-45-6789 John
Smith
111-22-3333
Mark
Watson
987-65-4321
Washington
Martin
Merge Sort: 2 l' 3' 4 5 1 32' 4' 5'
Addo<1 Pai'" (2,1), (2,3), (3,4)

SSN

I'

3'
2'
4'
5'

(b)

SorHne Ke.v
JOSM
10SM
SMJO
WAMA
WAMA

The Enhanced Step for Sorted Neighborhood

Figure S. An Example for Enhancing Sorted Neighborhood Searching Method

4.3.2 Enhanced Comparison Vectors Generation
Enhancing the searching methods in the previous manner increases the probability that the pair of records that have two swapped components is selected in the reduced comparison space. However, it does
not guarantee that this pair would be predicted as matched by the decision model. The comparison vector
representing this pair would have two components, corresponding to the two swapped components, whose
values are close to 1. Unless there are many other components values that are close to 0, this pair may be
incorrectly predicted as unmatched. The enhancement proposed here is to increase the number of components values that are close to O. A naIve approach is to compare each component, of the two swapped
ones, with the other one, e.g., comparing the first name with the last name and vice-versa for each pair,
resulting in two more components. The disadvantage of this approach is that not only does it increase the
number of components values that are close to 0 for this specific pair, but it also increases the number of
components values that are close to 1 for another matched pair that has no swapped components. A belter
approach is to combine both components, space separated, in a new component and comparing this new
component using N-grams. N-grams, presented in Section 4.1.2.4, would result in a comparison value that
is close to 0 even if the words are exchanged. This approach does not suffer from the abovememioned
disadvantage of the naIve approach. Instead, this new component value will be close to 0 even for the
matched pair that has no swapped components. Figure 6 shows an example clarifying this idea using only
two fields, first /lame and last /lame, and using Jaro comparator for component-wise comparison and Bigrams for comparing the combined component.
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Pair
first name

last /lame

first name

lasr /lame

John
John

Smith
Smith

Smith

John

Jon

Smit

Regular
Compo Vector
(0.52. 0.52)
(0.08. 0.07)

Naive Approach
Compo Vector

2 Approach
Compo Vector

(0.52. 0.52. O. 0)
(0.08. 0.D7. 1.0. 1.0)

(0.52. 0.52. 0.22)
(0.08. 0.D7. 0.07)

Figure 6. An Example for Enhancing Comparison Vectors

5. Experimental Stndy
This section contains the results of an extensive experimental study that analyzes and empirically
compares the various record linkage models and tools have been discussed. The main purpose of this
study is to select the best searching method, the best comparison function, and the best decision model, as
well as to facilitate the parameter selection process for them.
Section 5.1 compares the string comparison functions discussed in Section 4.1.2. In Section 5.2, experiments are conducted to compare the two searching methods discussed in Section 4.1.1. In Section 5.3,
we study the perfonnance of the proposed machine learning record linkage models versus the probabilistic record linkage model.
In our experiments, we exploit synthetic data as well as real data. As mentioned before, a tool called

DBGen [20] is used for generating synthetic data. DBGen generates records of people that include the
following information for each person: SSN, Name (Last, First, Middle Initial), and Address (Street, City,
Zip Code, State). DBGen associates each record with a group number in such a way that records with the
same group number represent the same person, i.e., matched records. A Wal·Mart database of 70 Gigabytes, which resides on an NCR Teradata Server running the NCR Teradata Database System, is used for
the real data experimental study. The results of this experimental study are reported in Section 5.4.

5.1 Evaluation of String Comparison Functions
Figure 7 shows empirical results for comparing a list of person names using various string comparison functions. The list of names, which is taken from a similar study [32], is shown in Table 4. The pairs
from 1 to 16 are for names that are known to be the same but misspelled, the pairs from 17 to 27 are for
names that are known to be different, and the last ones are for swapped first and last names. In order to be
able to compare their performance, all the comparison functions are applied to all pairs, and the computed
comparison values are normalized in the range {O,l]. The lower the comparison value is, the closer the
two strings are to each other. For a comparison function to perform well, it should a low value for similar
strings and a high value for different ones.
Figure 7 shows that for most of the names that are known to be the same but misspelled, Jaro's algorithm gives the lowest value. However, Jaro's algorithm also gives the lowest values for the names that
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are known to be different. Moreover, Bigrams gives the lowest values for the swapped names. To conclude, no comparison function is superior over the others and it totally depends on the user preference and
the empirical results of the entire model.
Two Strines
Shackleford
Shackelford
Dunningham
Cunnigham
Michelle
Michael
Mathia
Marlha
Sean
Susan
Nichulson
Nichleson
Jeraldine
Geraldine
100
John
Massev
Massie
Abrams
Abrams
Julius
Julies
Tanya
Tanya
Duane
Dwavne
Johnson
Jones
Martinez
Hardin
Smith
Itman

Name Pair
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

Name Pair

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Two Strines
Michelle
Shackleford
Michael
Martha
Nichleson
Johnson
Jones
John
Smith
Martinez
Sean
Julies
Hardin
Itman
Dwavne
Jeraldine
Susan
Duane
Tonva
Julies
Dunninl!ham
Abrams
John Smith
Sam Jones
Dan Nichelson
Susan Martinez

Smith John
Jones Sam
Nichelson Dan
Martinez Susan

Table 4. Name Pairs
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Figure 7. String Comparison Functions

5.2 Comparison of Searching Methods
We use two metrics to compare the effectiveness of the searching methods: the pairs completeness
metric, and the reduction ratio metric. We have conducted two experiments to compare (i) lhe blocking
method for different values of the block key length, and (ii) the sorted neighborhood method for different
values of the window size. We use the symbol "B-x" to denote the blocking melhod with block key of
length x. In addition, we use the symbol "W-y" to denote the sOI1ed neighborhood method of window size

y.
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Figure 8 shows the results of the fust experiment on synthetic data sets of different sizes. The experiment uses the first three characters of the last name combined with the first three characters of the first
name as the block key and the sorting key. Figure 8 shows that (i) in the blocking method, the pairs completeness value decreases and the reduction ratio increases as the value of the block key length increases,

and pi) in the sorted neighborhood method, the pairs completeness value increases and the redflctioll ratio

...

decreases as the value of the window size increases.
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Figure 8. Searching Methods Comparison, Experiment 1

Figure 9 shows the results of the second experiment. The Soundex code of the last name is used as the
block key and the sorting key. Figure 9 shows a similar tendency in the metrics to the rust experiment.
However, there is a notable increase in the pair completeness metric without a major change in the reduction ratio.
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Figure 9. Searching Melhods Comparison, Experiment 2

A reduced comparison space is better than another if it has a higher reduction ratio and a higher pairs
completeness value. Both Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that there is a tradeoff between those two metrics
that is similar to the precision recall tradeoff [35]. Similar to the F score metric [35] that captures the
harmonic mean of precision and recall, we employ a new metric, named F score, that is defined as follows: F score = 2· PC· RR . The function ensures that an F score will have values within the interval
PC+RR
[0,1] with the feature that high values represent belter performance than lower values. Figure 10 gives the
resullS using this metric for both the previous experiments. The figure shows that the F score values de-
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crease as the data size increases. Figure lO(a) shows that blocking searching mernod with block key
length of all (the same length of the sorting key) has the worst performance, and shows that the other
methods have approximately the same performance. Figure lO(b) shows that, using Soundex code with
large data sizes, blocking with block key length of all has a comparable performance.
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Figure 10. Searching Methods Comparison (F score)

An experiment is performed to evaluate the improvement in performance using the field swapping

feature. The experiment uses the blocking method where the block key is the Soundex code of the lasl
name. We compare two cases. In the ftrst one, the feature is not set, while in the second, it is set to account for the swapping of the ftrst and the last names. While the F score value in the lust case is 0.93 on
average, in the second case the F score value is 0.98 on average. This increase in the F score results from
an average increase of O. J J in the pairs completeness of the second case over the first, while the reduction
ratio is slightly decreased.

5.3 Comparison of Decision Models
The next experiment compares the various decision models using bolli accuracy, and completeness
metrics discussed before, and also the percentage of the record pairs that have been predicted as possibly
matched by the decision model. Figure 11 shows the results of the experiment using a data set of 100,000

records varying the training set size (or varying the reduced comparison space size for the clustering record linkage model). The experiment uses the rust three characters of the last name combined with the
rust three characters of the lust name as the sorting key, and uses the sorted neighborhood melhod with
window size of 5 as the searching method. The possible matched set is not defined in the induction record
linkage model since the training set does not contain such a label. The ftgure shows that the machine
learning record linkage models outperform the probabilistic record linkage model concerning both the
accuracy and the completeness memcs. However, the probabilislic record linkage model has lower percentage of possibly matched record pairs. Therefore. no model proved to be the best under all the metrics,
and it totally depends on the user and his criteria to pick the right model for his data.
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Figure 11. Decision Models Comparison

5.4 Real Data Experimental Study
For the experiments with real data, we made use of the Item table from the Wal-Mart database. The
Trem table contains half a million items with a total size of 175 Megabytes. The goal of this experiment is
[Q

de[ect duplicate items by applying [he developed record linkage models. For example, a specific item

such as "TR Orange Juice" may appear in several records, each of which captures a different vendor, a
different expiration date, etc.
An item record contains many fields such as Category Number, Subcategory Number, Primary Description, Secondary Description, Type Code, Color, and Size. The blocking method is used as the searching method where the block key is the Category Number combined with Lhe Subcategory Number. The
field swappillg feature is set to account for the swapping of Lhe Primary Description and the Secondary

Description. The size of the reduced comparison space is nearly 200 millions of item pairs, i.e., a reduclion ratio of 0.16%. We use the clustering and the hybrid record linkage models since a training set of
item pairs is not available. In the hybrid record linkage model, we apply clustering on 0.1% of the reduced comparison space, followed by decision lree induction.
The clustering record linkage model predicts 38% of the item pairs as matched, while the hybrid record linkage model predicts 48% as matched item pairs. In order to measure the accuracy of these models,
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random samples of the item pairs are produced and checked manually. Whereas the accuracy of the clustering record linkage model is found to be 79.8% on average, the accuracy of the hybrid record linkage
model is found to be 76.5% on average. Measuring the completeness of the models is not feasible since
all the item records would have to be checked manually.
Table 5 shows some examples of item pairs. In this table, the rust wee item pairs are predicted to be
matched. Manual review indicates that the third pair is incorrectly predicted as matched. The fust item
pair demonstrates the imponance of seuing the field swapping feature. The fourth item pair is correctly
predicted as unmatched. Although the fifth item pair is a matched item pair, the record linkage model is
not able

La

detect it since this item pair is not included in the reduced comparison space. Notice that the

two items have different subcategory numbers. Since the subcategory number is part of the block key, the
blocking searching method does not select this item pair in the reduced comparison space.
Pair
L

2
3
4
5

Category
Number
38
38
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

Subcategory
Number
22
22
13
13
16
16
13
13
57
13

Primary
Descrinlion

Secondary
Descrintion

ORANGE JUICE
FRESHLY SQUEEZED

FRESH SQUEEZED lGAL
ORANGE JUICE 1 GAL

24/160Z ARIZONA RASP
ARIZONA RASPBERRY

RASPBERRY TEA
ICE TEA 240Z
TEA NOILEMON
24·16 OZ BOTI1...ES

24/16 SNAPPLE SWEET
SNAPPLE LEMON TEA

ARIZONA TEA WILEMON
23.50Z ARIZONA RASP

ARIZONA RASPBERR TEA
24/160Z ARIZONA RASP

24-240Z
24123.50Z TEA
24-16 OZ.

RASPBERRY TEA

Table 5. Wal-Marl Data Item Pairs Examples

6. Case Study
6.1 Introduction to Digital Government Research
Government agencies use a plel..b.ora of databases to manage and provide services and resources under
their jurisdiction [3]. The quality and cost-effectiveness of government services could tremendously be
improved if techniques are available to guarantee the cleanness of data in the government databases and
to access government services in an easy fashion. Digital Govemmellt appears as a direction to provide
computer-based systems that allow dynamic management and access to a large number of governmental
services and databases. Also the Internet offers a unique opportunity for the development of web·based
services to cater for the needs of easy-to-access government services. The emerging technology of web

services is considered a very suitable approach that meets the needs of the governmental services. Web
services approach provides the standard framework and protocols to implement, publish and communicute these services. Many new platfonns and technologies appear to support web services; this will allow
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implementing different governmental services on different platforms and make efficient interaction between them. In other words, each government organization will be responsible for implementing its services according to a standardized framework, while the integration and interaction between these several
organizations will be left to a web services orchestration manager.

6.2 Web Services
A web service is defined as a business function made available via the Internet by a service provider
and accessible by clients that could be human users or software applications [6]. A web service describes
a collection of operations that are network-accessible through standardized XML messaging. A web service is described using a standard XML notion, called its service description, that covers all the details
necessary to interact with the service including message fonnats, details of the operations, and transport
protocols. The interface hides the implementation details of the service allowing it to be used independently of the hardware or software platform on which it is implemented, and also independently of the programming language in which it is written. This allows and encourages web services applications to be
loosely coupled and component-oriented.

6.3 Application Domain
Currently, disadvantaged citizens must collect their benefits by visiting several offices within and
outside the towns in which they live. To tackle this problem, we present a prototype for the Independent
Living web service that can be provided by the government to disadvantaged citizens to maximize their

integration in community leadership, independence and productivity. Mainly, this web service helps them
to get the benefits provided by the government easily without going to several offices. The IL (Independent Living) web service provides a Programs service that enables disadvantaged citizens to browse the
programs provided in government-supported centers, and to register in them online. Such programs teach
them how to get used to their disabilities. Moreover, the IL web service provides a Housing service that
enables disadvantaged citizens to browse the houses provided by the government that meet their needs,
and to make an online reservation for those houses.
Serving citizens, the IL web service uses a citizen database that is updated regularly through new citizens who register themselves in the web service, and through a database administrator who should regularly check the quality of this database. A record linkage tool is provided as part of the IT.. web service in
order to help the administrator achieve this task.
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6.4lmplementation
The system is built using HP Netactiolt software suite [21], which is a J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) platform for building web services. All the information related to the IL web service is stored in an
Oracle database. Application programs are implemented in Java using IDBC (Java Database Connec-

tivity) to connect to the Oracle database. HP E-speak middleware is used to host the application programs. An application server (HP Total-e-Server) connects to the e-speak core to invoke different methods of the application. The user interacts with the system through an interface implemented in JSP (Java
Server Page) files that are hosted by an liS (Internet Information Server) Web Server.
The database administrator can use the same interface to run lhe record linkage tool. The interface allows him to select a searching method, a comparison function, and a decision model, as well as to tune all
the required parameters. The values of the parameters determine the functionality of the various componems shown in.

7. Related Work
Related work falls into two main categories: the record linkage problem and record linkage tools and
frameworks.
Hernandez and Stolfo [19] address the record linkage problem under the name merge/purge, which is
a common name that business organizations use to describe the same problem. The authors propose an
equational theory for record linkage. By the term equational theory, they mean the specification of inference declarative rules that dictate the logic of record equivalence. Monge and Elkan [29] consider the record linkage problem as an extension of the string matching problem. Their algorithm considers the database record as a string, and it decides the matching status of a record pair based on the distance between
the lwo strings. Others [9], [17] discuss the same problem under the name entity matching or identification, as this name pertains to the system integration and heterogeneous databases areas.

Most recently, record linkage has been investigated in the data cleaning context. Lee et 0.1. [27] extend
the equational theory for record linkage to a complete knowledge-based framework for data cleaning. In
[5], Caruso et 0.1. demonstrate a data reconciliation tool that is based primarily on a rule-based record
linkage model. Galhardas et al. [16] propose a declarative language for the logical specification of data
cleaning operations, along with a framework for specifying various data cleaning techniques at the logical
and physical level; record linkage is one of these techniques. Under an analogous name, Tejada et 0.1. [37]
have developed an object idemificalioll system, which applies string transformations in order to suggest
possible mappings between the objects and then employs an active learning technique that learns the necessary mapping rules to identify the matched objects.
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8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented TAILOR a record linkage toolbox that serves as a framework for the

record linkage process. Several in-house developed, as well as public domain tools are bundled into TAILOR. TAILOR is extensible, and hence any proposed searching method, comparison function, decision

model, or measurement tool can be easily plugged into the system. We have proposed three machine
learning record linkage models that raise the limitations of the existing record linkage models. Our extensive experimental study, using both synthetic and real data, shows that (i) the machine learning record
linkage models outperfonn the probabilistic record linkage model with respect to the accuracy and the
completeness metrics, (ii) the probabilistic record linkage model idemifies a lesser percentage of possibly
matched record pairs, (iii) both the clustering and the hybrid record linkage models are very useful, especially in the case of real applications where training sets are not available or are very expensive to obtain,
and (Iv) Jaro's algorithm performs better than the other comparison functions.
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Appendix A. TAILOR Graphical User Interface
The following three screen snapshots are the basic screens ofTAll...OR graphical user interface. The
first screen allows the user to either generate a synthetic experiment using DBGen, perform a real experiment on a database, or repeat a previous experiment knowing its data files. The user then uses the
second screen in order to select a searching method and a comparison function and tune their required
parameters. Finally, the third screen allows the user to select the decision model he would like to apply
and outputs the values of the measures if the experiment is on synthetic data.
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